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Abstract—Data reliability has been drawn much concern in 
large-scale data warehouses with 1PB or more data. It 
highly depends on many inter-dependent system 
parameters, such as the replica placement policies, number 
of nodes and so on. Previous work has roughly and 
separately discussed the individual impacts of these 
parameters, and seldom provided their optimal values, nor 
mentioned their optimal combination. In this paper, we 
present a new object-based-repairing Markov model. Based 
on analyzing this model in three popular replica placement 
policies, we figure out the individual optimal values of these 
parameters at first, and then work out their optimal 
combination by GA. Compared with the existing models, 
our model is easier to solve while reaching more integrative 
and practical conclusions. These conclusions can effectively 
instruct the designers to build more reliable large-scale data 
warehouses. 
  
Index Terms—data reliability, reliability model, large-scale 
data warehouse 
  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Many applications depending on large scale storage 
have emerged in many domains, such as scientific 
experiments, telecom companies, huge Internet search 
engine companies, and so on. For example, the National 
Energy Research Scientific Computing Center database 
encompasses 2.8 petabytes (PB, 1015 bytes) of 
information; AT&T data warehouse stores 323 terabytes 
of calling records [1]. These systems are often built on 
clusters of storage nodes, each of which is equipped with 
CPU, memory and disks. Another trend in large scale 
storage systems is to store more and more WORM (Write 
Once Read Many) data [7]. These large storage systems 
or large-scale data warehouse, built with vast storage 
components, trend to have high failure probability [8, 19] 
and long recovery time. Therefore, it is a significant 
challenge to build a high reliable large data warehouse.  

Many solutions have been proposed for data reliability. 
Replication is a widely used mechanism to protect 
permanent data loss while replica placement will 
significantly impact data reliability. Aiming at different 
objectives, several replica placement policies have been 
proposed and deployed in real-world systems, such as 
RANDOM in GFS [3], PTN in RAID [16], Q-rot in [9].  

Q. Lian and Chen [10, 11] have analyzed how the 
system parameters, such as system capacity, object size, 
disk and switch bandwidth, could affect the system’s 
reliability. However, they only discussed the rough trend 
about their impact but did not illustrate the accurate 
optimal values of these parameters. In addition, the co-
impact of these parameters was not discussed. 
Furthermore, aiming to get the accurate reliability value, 
some models are so complex that it is difficult to figure 
out the optimal value of each parameter. 

The limitations above bring about the motivation of 
this paper: to design a reliable system with the optimal 
system parameters. Compared with previous work, our 
approach makes a significant contribution in two aspects. 
Firstly, we present a new object-based Markov model to 
quantify the impact of key system parameters on the 
system reliability in three replica placement policies. 
These key system parameters can be the total number of 
nodes, total number of objects, switch bandwidth, disk 
bandwidth and so on. Compared with previous complex 
models, this object-based compact model not only turns 
to be easier to solve because of its smaller state transition 
matrix, but also leads to more integrative and practical 
results. Secondly, we propose a two-step analyzing 
process. The first is to find out the relatively accurate 
optimal value of a system parameter by independently 
analyzing its impact on the system reliability when other 
system parameters are fixed. The second is to figure out 
the optimal combination of these parameters by analyzing 
their integrated and complex impacts on the system 
reliability while all of them are tuned. The analysis 
results show that the optimal values do exist and have 
simple formulas. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II introduces three classic replica placement policies and 
defines data reliability. Section III analyzes the 
parameter’s impact on the system fragility and 
recoverability, and proposes our reliability model. We 
figure out the parameters’ individual optimal value in 
Section IV and their optimal combination in Section V. 
Section VI presents the evaluation and some extensive 
discussions in practice. Section VII summarizes the 
related work and the last section concludes this paper. 
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II.  PLACEMENT POLICIES AND DATA RELIABILITY 
DEFINITION 

How to place objects’ replicas to the storage nodes 
dramatically influences the system reliability. This 
section will introduce three classic placement policies and 
their data reliability. The reason of analyzing these three 
policies is that they are well-designed for reliability. 

A.  Three Replica Placement Policies and Repairing 
Strategy 

Before introducing the policies, we assume n unique 
objects are stored on N storage nodes and every object 
has K replicas. A replica placement policy is responsible 
for designating the mapping relationship between replica 
and storage node. Generally, two same replicas will not 
be placed on a same node.  

The first policy is RANDOM, which randomly assigns 
a replica to a machine. The systems, such as GFS [3], 
FARSITE [12], and RIO [13] adopt this policy. Figure 1 
shows the case that nine objects (each with 3 replicas) are 
randomly placed on nine nodes. With RANDOM 
placement, once a node fails, the replicas on the failure 
node can be found on many other nodes, and thus these 
nodes can participate in repairing in parallel. This 
significantly improves the repairing rate. 

The second one is PTN [14] which manually partitions 
the objects into sets and then mirror each set across K 
nodes. This policy has been adopted in RAID [16] and 
Coda [15]. A classic PTN is illustrated in Figure 2. With 
PTN placement, if a node fails, the replicas on the failure 
node can only be repaired by the other K-1 nodes, that is, 
its parallel repairing degree is far lower than RANDOM. 
However, the advantage is that its object failure 
probability is lower than that of RANDOM. 

The third one is Q-rot [9], which partitions all the 
nodes into N/K sites and each site is the replica of others. 
It subtly places replicas on each site to achieve the 
objective that the number of intersecting replicas of any 
two nodes is 1. This maximizes the repairing rate and 
reaches the optimal rate in RANDOM. Figure 3 presents 
an example of 9 objects on 9 nodes (3 sites). With Q-rot 
placement, when a node fails, the replicas on the failure 
node can be repaired from many nodes (at most (N-1)/2) 
in parallel like RANDOM. The advantage is that it has the 
same low failure probability as PTN while achieves the 
same or better repairing rate compared with RANDOM. 

For each replica placement policy, there are two 
primary maintenance operations: object repair and object 
rebalance. The former one is the process of regenerating 
lost replicas after node failures; while the latter one is the 
process of migrating data to the new replacement nodes. 

 

Figure 1.  RANDOM placement of 3 replicas. At most 3 nodes 
participate as source nodes in repairing one node failure.  

 

Figure 2.  PTN placement of 3 replicas. At most 2 nodes participate as 
source nodes in repairing for one node failure. 

 

Figure 3.  Q-rot placement of 3 replicas. Always 3 nodes participate as 
source nodes in repairing for one node failure. 

B.  Concept of Data Reliability 
Data reliability refers to how long a system sustains 

before the first object is lost. In this paper, we use Mean 
Time To Data Loss (MTTDL) to denote the data 
reliability. In a storage system, an object’s reliability is 
observably different from the system reliability since one 
node always stores many replicas. Consequently, we 
quantify the system reliability by measuring the object’s 
reliability together with the objects’ dependence. 
Object Reliability MTTDLO   

Object Reliability MTTDLO is defined as the mean time 
when all the replicas of an object are lost. The object’s 
mean time to loss is influenced by two factors: object 
failure probability and repairing rate. The former is 
determined by disk failure probability and object 
placement policy, and the latter is measured by the object 
average size and the parallel repairing bandwidth.  
System Reliability MTTDLS 

Assuming the number of independent objects is ni, we 
define the system reliability MTTDLS, which denotes the 
mean time to any object data loss, as follows: 

MTTDLS = MTTDLO / ni .                                       (1) 
If every replica of two objects is on the same node, in 

other words, the two objects have the same placement, 
these two objects are called dependent; otherwise they are 
independent because one’s failure will not affect the 
other. With this weaker independence definition we 
arrive at a strict MTTDLS. The ni of the three placements 
is in Table I. K

NC denotes the total number of 
combinations of picking K nodes from N nodes to place K 
replicas. 

TABLE I.  THREE REPLICA PLACEMENT’S NI FORMULA 

RANDOM Q-rot PTN 
ni min( * /m N K⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , 

K
NC ) 

min( * /m N K⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥

, 2/N K⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ) 

N/K 
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III.  SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

From Section II, we can conclude that the data 
reliability is related with three factors: an object’s failure 
probability, repairing rate and inter-dependence. In this 
section, after defining the system parameters, we firstly 
discuss the former two factors and then use a Markov 
model to describe the object fault and repairing process. 

A.  System Parameters 
Table II lists the system parameters used in our later 

analysis. The former four parameters not only take 
remarkably impacts on the system failure probability and 
the repairing rate, but also have correlated optimal values 
to calculate MTTDLS. Therefore, we will focus on their 
impacts on MTTDLS. The rest parameters are considered 
as constants because their impacts are simple. For 
example, the smaller the system data capacity S, the 
larger the replica degree K, or the smaller the node failure 
rate λ, the larger the system reliability. So in the rest of 
this paper, the value of K , λ, and S will be set as the 
default value in Table II. 

TABLE II.  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Parameter Signification Default 
N Number of total nodes variable 
m Average number of 

objects stored in a node 
variable 

B Switch bandwidth variable 
b Node IO bandwidth variable 
q Fraction of B and b 

allocated for object 
repair; (1-q) for object 
rebalance 

90% 

K Number of replicas 
per object 

3 

λ Failure rate of a node 1/3 (1/year) 
S Amount of data 1PB 
n Number of total 

unique objects 
N*m/K 

s Size of an object S/(N*m) 
ni Number of 

independent objects 
In Table I 

nf Average number of 
failure nodes in one day 

/ 365Nλ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  

nr Number of objects to 
be repaired in parallel 

* fm n  

B.  Fragility Analysis: Failure Probability 
In many applications, one request often accesses 

multiple objects, such as database applications and 
compiling projects with multiple code files. Thus, we 
need to analyze the system failure probability (ab. FP) by 
evaluating FP of multiple objects.  

Multi-object’s FP can’t be figured out directly because 
the number of objects accessed by a request is not fixed. 
So we get the multi-object’s FP by simulations. In Figure 
4, the x-axis is the request ratio (the ratio of the requested 
objects number to the total object number in one request); 
the y-axis is the multi-object’s FP; the object failure 

probability is 0.1. It indicates that PTN has the lowest and 
const FP of 0.2 while RANDOM and Q-rot are worse. So 
PTN is the most robust in these three replica placement 
strategies in availability. Another set of results of 
simulations are: 1) the smaller n, the lower the FP in 
RANDOM and Q-rot; 2) the smaller N, the lower the FP 
in PTN; 3) the smaller N and n, the lower the FP in 
RANDOM and Q-rot. 
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Figure 4.  Multi-object’s failure probability 

C.  Recoverability Analysis: Repairing Rate 
From Section II.A, we know although the minimum 

failure unit is referred as a storage node, in the repairing 
process, the minimum repair unit is an object. In the 
repairing process, many objects may be repaired in 
parallel with the same priority. Consequently, the 
repairing time of an object equals to its size divided by 
the average bandwidth (Because the cost of maintaining 
updated data consistency in the WORM data repairing is 
zero). The average repairing bandwidth (rpb) is 
determined by four factors: the total repairing bandwidth 
of participant source nodes, bandwidth of destination 
nodes, bandwidth of switch, and the number of objects to 
be simultaneously repaired. It is computed as: rpb = min 
(source nodes’ bandwidth, destination nodes’ bandwidth, 
switch bandwidth) / (number of objects to be repaired), 
because the minimum of the three is the real repair 
bandwidth. 

The number of objects to be simultaneously repaired 
nr, is not a constant, but we can estimate its average value 
by multiplying the number of failure nodes in one day nf 
with the number of objects in a node m, that is: 

= * = * / 365r fn m n m Nλ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥                                        (2) 
As we know, three replica placement policies leading 

to different repairing bandwidth can be analyzed 
respectively as follows. In PTN, the maximum bandwidth 
of the participant source nodes is (K-1)bq, that of the 
destination nodes is (N- nf)bq. Generally speaking, B/b>> 
K-1, (N- nf)>> K-1, therefore, the object’s repairing 
bandwidth is: 

min(( -1) ,  ( -  ) ,  ) ( -1)f
PTN

r r

K bq N n bq Bq K bqrpb
n n

= = (3) 

In Q-rot, the optimal repair bandwidth can be 
calculated by: 
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-

( - )  = min( , , )f
Q rot RANDOM

r r

bq N n Bqrpb rpb bq
n n

=      (4)  

As discussed in [9], Q-rot uses almost all healthy 
nodes to participate as source nodes in object repairing, if 
the number of failure nodes is large enough. With this 
conclusion, we use (N-nf) to denote the number of source 
nodes. In (4), b and B is the duplex bandwidth.  

In RANDOM, although rpbRANDOM  has the same 
formula as Q-rot, it is only a statistical value. In Q-rot, 
rpb is a determination value that can be calculated 
through a specified placement. 

Another repairing factor to be discussed is the object 
rebalance rate. Just like the object repairing rate, only the 
rebalance bandwidth of an object requires to be 
considered. The rebalance bandwidth of all the three 
placement policies has the similar formula as follows: 

- = min( / , (1 ))PTN Q rot RANDOMrbb rbb rbb b m b q= = −          

D. Markov Reliability Model 
With the predication of the analysis results in Section 

III.B and III.C, N or n contradictorily affect both the 
system fragility and recoverability. Analyzing such 
synthetical effects places stringent demands on a new 
reliability model. 

In Section II.B, we have defined the system reliability 
quantified by calculating the object’s reliability. 
Consequently, we build a continuous-time Markov 
process shown in Figure 5. This object-based model 
depicts the failure and the repairing process of replicas. 

 

Figure 5.  Object-based data maintenance process 

A state in the process is defined with (k, i), where k 
denotes the number of normal replicas of the observed 
object on the initial node, i presents the number of 
repaired replicas of the observed object which are 
temporarily stored on some nodes and wait to be 
rebalanced to the new replaced node. The initial state (K, 
0) means K replicas (defined in Table II) are all on initial 
nodes. The only absorbing state (0, 0) means all replicas 
of the observed object have been lost. MTTDLO is the 
mean time from the initial state (K, 0) to (0, 0).  

To quantify MTTDLO, the transition rates between all 
states need being described. λ is a replica’s failure rate in 
Table II. µ is the repairing rate of an object replica, and ν 

is the rebalance rate of a replica. They can be calculated 
as the following according to Section III.C and Table II: µ 
= rpb/s and ν = rbb/s. 

After all the transition rates are figured out, MTTDLO 
is calculated on the transition matrix with the procedure 
in [17]. MTTDLO = f(µ, ν, λ ,K) is such a complex 
function that it is not expressed here. After analyzing 
MTTDLO, we find out that (c is a constant): 

MTTDLO ≈ c*µ2                                                       (5) 
Compared to the model proposed in [11], our model is 

simpler because it ignores the nodes’ repairing, which is 
unrelated to the current observed object. The model in 
[11] emphasizes on the repair of nodes and objects, 
whereas ours focuses on the repair of objects assuming an 
average number of failure nodes. Thus the number of 
states in our model is O(K2) while [11] is O(NK). Since 
N>>K and N may trend to be larger than 1000 in a large-
scale system, it is a challenging work to solve this huge 
matrix. In our model, it is not so accurate as [11] since it 
ignores the number of current failure nodes. However, in 
our concerned application scenarios we pay much more 
attention to the optimal system parameters rather than the 
accurate reliability value itself.  

IV.  OPTIMAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR RELIABILITY 

This section will figure out the optimal values of the 
four parameters, m, B, b and N, by illustrating their 
individual impact on MTTLS (Just as interpreted in 
Section III.A, the impacts of other parameters will not be 
analyzed.). In order to simplify analyzing MTTLS, we 
need to simplify the parameters in MTTDLO = f(µ, ν, λ
,K) as follows: (The approximation conditions in the two 
formulas are fN n N≈−  and / 365 / 365N Nλ λ≈⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ .): 

-
min( / , (1 ))= PTN Q rot RANDOM

b m b q
S

Nm

ν ν ν −
= =              (6) 

-

min( ( - ),  )
min( , )

=

min( ( - ),  )
min( , ) 365/ 365 min( , , )

365

f

r
Q rot RANDOM

f

bq N n Bq
bq

n
S

Nm
bq N n Bq

bq Nbq Bq NmbqmN
S S

Nm

µ µ

λ
λ λ

=

≈ ≈

 (7) 

( -1)
365( 1)= f

PTN

K bq
mn K bq

S S
Nm

µ
λ
−

≈                                    (8) 

Therefore we can transform MTTLS into the following 
according to (1), (5) and the above (c’ and c’’ are both 
constant): 

2
2

2
- -

'*[min( , , )]* 365
/ /min( * , )

S Q rot
i

Nbq Bq Nmbq
cc

n N K N K
MTTL

m
µ λ λ≈ =

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
  (9) 

2
2

-

'*[min( , , )]* 365
/min( * , )K

N

S RANDOM
i

Nbq Bq Nmbq
cc

n N K C
MTTL

m
µ λ λ≈ =

⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥
(10) 
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2
2 2

-

365( 1)
*[ ]* ''*

/
S PTN

i

K bq
cc c bS

n N K N
MTTL µ λ

−

≈ = = (11

) 
In the following subsections, through analyzing the 

trend of MTTLS on different m, N, B/b, we aim at finding 
when MTTLS reaches its optimal value from three 
different views. 

A. Finding Approximate Optimal m 
According to formula (9), when m is small, that is, 

Nmbq/365<Nbq/λ and Nmbq/365<Bq/λ, - -S Q rotMTTL  
monotonously increases with m.  After m is large enough 
that Nmbq/365≥Nbq/λ or Nmbq/365≥Bq/λ, - -S Q rotMTTL  
monotonously decreases until /N Km = ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ . After that 
value, - -S Q rotMTTL  becomes a constant. So when 
Nmbq/365=Nbq/λ or Nmbq/365=Bq/λ, - -S Q rotMTTL  
reaches its maximum. -S RANDOMMTTL  is the same as 

- -S Q rotMTTL  except that -S RANDOMMTTL  will 
monotonously decreases until /* K

NN K Cm =⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ . 
Obviously, -S PTNMTTL  is a constant to m. 

From the above analysis, we can conclude that the 
optimal value of m is:  

/ 365
=

/ 365optimal

Nbq
m

Nbq
λ

λ
=        (Nbq/λ<Bq/λ) 

or 
/ 365

=
/ 365

365 *optimal

Bq B
m

Nbq Nb
B

Nb
λ

λ λ
= =  (Nbq/λ ≥

Bq/λ). They can be synthesized as: 
365= * min( ,1)optimalm

B
Nbλ

                                    (12) 

Figure 6 is the three accurate MTTLS curves on m 
based on MTTDLO = f(µ, ν, λ,K) in III.D. The x-axis is 
the number of objects in a node, m; the y-axis is 
log10MTTLS, and the unit of MTTLS is year (it is same in 
the following figures). From Figure 6, we find that the 
accurate curves are the same as the approximate analysis 
in the above. 
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Figure 6.  MTTLS varies with number of objects on a node m. 
b=20MB/s, B=3GB/s, N=1023, nf=1 (Bq<Nbq). 

B. Finding Approximate Optimal N 
From (10), in order to get the optimal number of nodes 

N, we should compare Nmbq/365 with Nbq/λ, and 
analyze two cases based on their relationship. If 
Nmbq/365≤Nbq/λ, and when N is small, that is, 
Nmbq/365≤Bq/λ, (9) can be revised as:  

2

2
- -

'* ( )
365

/ /min( * , )
S Q rot

Nmbq
c

N K N K
MTTL

m
≈

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
          (13) 

It is a monotonously increasing function (N/K>m) or a 
const function (N/K≤m).  When N becomes larger and 
Nmbq/365>Bq/λ, (9) is the following: 

2

2
- -

'* (

/ /

)

min( * , )
S Q rot

Bq
c

N K N K
MTTL

m
λ≈

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
          (14) 

It becomes a monotonously decreasing function. So if 
Nmbq/365≤Nbq/λ, when Nmbq/365=Bq/λ, 

- -S Q rotMTTL reaches its maximum, and we can get: 
/ 365

=
/ 365

365 *optimal

Bq B
mbq Nb

BN
m b

λ
λ λ

= =                     (15) 

Similarly, if Nmbq/365>Nbq/λ, another optimal N is: 
/

=
/optimal

Bq
bq

BN
b

λ
λ

=                                                  (16) 
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Figure 7.  MTTLS varies with total number of nodes N. b=20MB/s, 
B=30GB/s, m=500 (Nmbq/365≤Nbq/λ). 

They can be synthesized as: 

=
365* max( ,1)optimal

BN
b mλ

                                        (17) 

Figure 7 is the curves when Nmbq/365≤Nbq/λ is true. 

C. Finding Approximate Optimal B/b 
In order to simplify the analysis, (9) is revised as: 

2 2
- - '''* *[min( , , )]

365
S Q rot

Nq Bq NmqMTTL c b
bλ λ

≈       

(18) 
It is clear that it is a monotonously increasing function 

when Nmq/365≥Bq/bλ and Nq/λ≥Bq/bλ is true. When 
Nmq/365<Bq/bλ or Nq/λ<Bq/bλ, - -S Q rotMTTL  is a 
constant. So the optimal value of B/b is calculated 
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as:
365

/ optimal

NmB b λ
≥   or / optimalB b N≥ . It can be 

synthesized as: ( -S RANDOMMTTL  is same) 

365
/ * min( ,1)optimal

mB b N λ
≥                                   (19) 

Figure 8 is the case when Nmbq/365>Nbq/λ is true. 
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Figure 8.  MTTLS varies with B/b. N=1024, m=2000, b=20MB/s 
(Nmbq/365>Nbq/λ). 

V.  OPTIMAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR RELIABILITY 

In Section IV, we have got the individual optimal 
value of each parameter when the other parameters are 
constants. This section will at first study how these 
parameters co-affect the system reliability and what is the 
optimal combination in theory, and then analyze how to 
utilize these optimal values in real world systems. 

A.  Optimal Values in Theory 
From Section IV, we find that Q-rot always has the 

best reliability. Therefore, only the co-effects in Q-rot 
will be analyzed for the limited paper space. 

In Section IV, we have analyzed the impact on MTTLS 
of the parameters from their respective views. In order to 
find the optimal combination of N, m, B/b, we need to 
analyze the impact from the system’s view.  

Assuming that MTTLS = h(B/b) is the function of 
MTTLS and B/b, it is obvious that h(B/b) is a monotone 
nondecreasing function illustrated in Section IV.C. In 
order to work out the optimal combination, we firstly fix 
B/b as a constant and analyze the impact of m and N on 
MTTLS. After that, we analyze the whole optimal 
combination of m, N and B/b. 

Figure 9 is the combination result of Section IV. It 
shows the optimal value does exist, and the optimal value 
of (m, N, MTTLS) is (1510, 1210, 7.416). The following 
will illustrate how to achieve the optimal value. 

With the formula of moptimal in Section IV.A, we know 
moptimal≤365/λ, therefore from Section IV.B, we get 
Noptimal=365B/mbλ. Similarly, since Noptimal≥B/b is true in 
Section IV.B, we can draw a conclusion that moptimal 
equals 365B/Nbλ based on the discussion in Section 
IV.A. These results are verified in Figure 9, (The value is 
not so accurate because of the approximate calculation in 
the beginning of Section IV). Another result deduced 

from this is B/boptimal ≥Nmλ/365 since moptimal≤365/λ is 
true. 

So we can conclude as follows: 
Noptimal=365B/mbλ                                                   (20) 
moptimal=365B/Nbλ                                                   (21) 
B/boptimal≥Nmλ/365                                                  (22) 
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Figure 9.  MTTLS varies with m and N from system’s view.  b=20MB/s, 
B=30GB/s. 

Since it is difficult to find the optimal parameters by an 
analytical solution because of the complex formula of 
MTTLS, we figure out MTTLS in Figure 9, and find that it 
is a multivariate unimodal function. Based on 
optimization technology on the Genetic Algorithm [2], 
we discover that Noptimal is always close to 365 / λ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ and 

other suboptimum N is multiples of 365 / λ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ . This result 
indicates that Noptimal just depends on the node’s failure 
rate λ. Therefore, moptimal = B/b. This optimal combination 
can directly instruct designers to build high reliable 
storage systems. 

B.  Optimal Values in Real World Systems 
In Section V.A, we have figured out the optimal 

combination of N, m and B/b. In practice, there are many 
other factors influencing the system design, such as the 
total cost, IO performance requirements, and so on. These 
factors bring about more new constraints on parameters. 
In order to integrate our optimal results more easily with 
those constraints, we summarize some extensive rules: 

1) In terms of performance, larger N often means better 
performance. According to this rule, Noptimal can 
be 365 / λ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  or multiples of 365 / λ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , which leads to 
some suboptimum MTTLS;  

2) moptimal can be larger than B/b. moptimal = B/b (in 
Figure 10, it is 1210) is a small value which can easily be 
exceeded in real world systems. An alternative approach 
is to package a set of objects into a group. Every group is 
viewed as a big object and placed as a whole. Therefore 
we can reach an optimal MTTLS by keeping the number 
of the groups close to B/b. In this way, all the objects can 
be stored in a system no matter how many they are. 

VI. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSIONS 
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In this section, we will evaluate our model by 
comparing the results with previous models. Q. Lian's 
work [10] and Ming Chen's work [11] focused on almost 
the same issue with ours, therefore the similarities and 
differences will be discussed in details. 

Both [10] and [11] have analyzed the RANDOM 
policy. We also analyze the RANDOM policy in Figure 
10. The result shows how m and N co-affect MTTLS when 
other parameters are the same as [10] [11]. It reveals the 
same result as Q-rot in Section V: Noptimal is about 1200 
close to 365 / λ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  and moptimal approximates to B/b.  

In [10] and [11], only the optimal value of the number 
of objects in a node m, or the average size of an object s, 
has been quantified. Therefore, we can only make the 
comparison between each value in Figure 10. Here 
N=1024 is the common value in their models and it is 
also close to our Noptimal which leads to our moptimal.  

Figure 11 is the comparison result of three models. We 
can arrive at the following results from Figure 11: 1) 
moptimal in three models are [103,160,293]. Although the 
values are not identical, these values are all around 
B/b=150 and on the same order of magnitude. It indicates 
that our moptimal is almost the same as in [10] and [11]. 2) 
The trend of these curves is almost identical.  

Although the above analysis shows that our model can 
draw the similar conclusion as the previous work, there 
exist three topics to verify our work is significant. 

The first topic is why our simpler model can draw 
similar conclusions. The difference between our model 
and [11] is the number of failure nodes. We adopt the 
average number of failure nodes while Chen utilizes the 
information of the current number of failure nodes in 
view of node-based-repair. In fact, the average number of 
failure nodes is the statistical result of all the daily 
information about the failure nodes, and it is enough to 
calculate another statistical average value, MTTLS. This is 
the main reason that our result is almost the same as [11]. 
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Figure 10.  MTTLS varies with m and N from system’s view.  b=20MB/s, 
B=3GB/s, S=3PB.  

Another topic needs to be discussed is why [10] and 
[11] does not quantify the impact of the total number of 
nodes, N. In [10], that is because the repairing rate in this 
simple node-based-repair model does not include the 
third item of formula (2) and the number of failure nodes, 

Noptimal can’t be directly figured out.  In [11], although the 
model might be used to figure out more accurate MTTLS, 
the complex formula of repairing bandwidth and the 
dynamic number of repairing nodes make it hard to 
achieve Noptimal. The state space scale of the model in [11] 
is determined by N, so it is hard to calculate Noptimal by 
solving the model directly since it is difficult to solve the 
state matrix when N is very large. 
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Figure 11.  Comparing our model with Chen’s and Lian’s. b=20MB/s, 
B=3GB/s, S=3PB, N=1024. 

The third topic is about the optimal combination of 
several parameters. This is not discussed either in [10] or 
[11]. We quantify this combination by optimizing the 
function of MTTLS, N and m through GA. In general, this 
result is more practical for designing real-world systems. 

VII. RELATED WORK 

Data reliability is critical to large scale storage 
systems. The prior research studied the RAID’s MTTDL 
in [18] [4], using Markov models with exponentially 
distributed disk failures. When the idea of RAID has been 
extended into larger storage systems, in which fault 
probability is high and repairing rate is a key factor, 
researchers focus on how to improve data reliability from 
these two aspects. Our research is in this category. 

Q. Xin et.al [4,5] studied the effect of distributed 
recovery inside a RAID and outside a RAID. They paid 
little attention to how the replica placement affects the 
recovery rate. Ramabhadran et.al [6] studied a single 
object's reliability similar to MTTDLO in Section II.B in 
long-running replicated system without considering the 
effect of available repairing bandwidth.  

Øystein Torbjørnsen [9] proposed the Q-rot policy and 
analyzed some factors influencing the system availability 
based on a node-based-repair Markov model. It mainly 
discussed the database read/write access impact on the 
system availability and it is different from our focus. 

Q. Lian’s work [10] is close to our research. It focused 
on the different impact on reliability of two placement 
policies and qualitatively analyzed some impact of some 
system parameters. Ming Chen’s work [11] is an 
extensive work of [10]. Based on a complex node-object-
based model, it analyzed the impact of other factors, such 
as topology-aware replica placement and proactive 
replication. Different from these two papers, our work 
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focuses on not only how the parameters impact the 
reliability, but also what are the optimal values of the 
parameters, which educe the best reliability. In addition, 
another issue, finding the optimal combination value of 
the parameters but not the individual optimal value, is not 
discussed in these papers.  

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Designing a reliable large-scale data warehouse or 
storage system induces many key challenges. One of 
them is to figure out some basic system parameters, such 
as the total number of stored objects, the number of 
nodes, and the bandwidth of switch and the node. This 
paper presents a new object-based repair model. By 
analyzing this model, we work out the individual optimal 
value of parameters and their optimal combination. These 
results can provide the engineers with direct instructions 
to design reliable systems. Our further work will focus on 
trading off more factors in a large storage system: the 
cost, IO bandwidth, and reliability, to recommend the 
best parameters for system designers. 
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